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Abstract. In Gröbner bases computation, as in other algorithms in
commutative algebra, a general open question is how to guide the calculations coping with numerical coefficients and/or not exact input data. It
often happens that, due to error accumulation and/or insufficient working precision, the obtained result is not one expects from a theoretical
derivation. The resulting basis may have more or less polynomials, a
different number of solution, roots with different multiplicity, another
Hilbert function, and so on. Augmenting precision we may overcome algorithmic errors, but one does not know in advance how much this precision should be, and a trial–and–error approach is often the only way
to follow. Coping with initial errors is an even more difficult task. In this
experimental work we propose the combined use of syzygies and interval arithmetic to decide what to do at each critical point of the algorithm.
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Introduction

For a general reference to Gröbner bases, we cite [1], [6], [5], [8] and [9]. Numerical stability for Gröbner bases computation has been studied by, among
others, Stetter [14], [15] who considers coefficient sizes to influence term ordering. Shirayanagy [13] gives a theoretical basis to floating point computation for
systems with exact coefficients, using a sufficiently high working precision. His
stabilization technique is based on a clever rewriting rule concerning zero testing. Unfortunately, no upper bound on the initial sufficient precision is known.
Migheli [12] uses Hybrids coefficients H = (n, f ) – where n is a number modulo
a prime and f a floating point value – to measure the stabilization with respect
to small variations. Zanoni [20], [21] mimics Migheli’s approach using double–
floats coefficients F 2 = (f1 , f2 ), where two different precisions are used at the
same time in the computation to control the behaviour of Buchberger algorithm.
Traverso [16] presents an idea which is later partially developed in [3].
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Being many concepts of algebra intrinsically discrete (dimensions of vector
spaces, matrices rank, root multiplicity, etc.), when working with real or complex coefficients, usually the critical points arise when we have to decide if a
coefficient c is zero or not. It’s what we called the zero test (ZT). We are facing a
bifurcation, and in the general case the algorithm under consideration can follow
two completely different paths according to c = 0 or c 6= 0.
The weak point in easily definable ZTs is lack of flexibility. If we define a too
strict one, we could keep too many things that should instead be thrown away.
On the contrary, a ZT discarding too many things may equally lead to a not
correct behaviour. For example, one may obtain h1i as final basis.
Moreover, there may be cases in which the same ZT is sometimes good,
sometimes bad. Infact, it is usually based on some parameters (coefficient sizes,
number of correct digits, initial precision, and so on), and to the best of our
knowledge nowadays there is no automatic procedure to detect which are the best
values (when they exist) for a system to be correctly treated. Some heuristics
may be used, but, again, trial–and–error is still the only general method to
analyze all the cases which are treatable with a ZT with fixed behaviour.
Let’s now consider our case, the Buchberger algorithm. What one looks for
is an adaptive test, defining a well–determined more general procedure to decide
case by case the result of the ZT. In other words, we’d like that the system
itself imposes the conditions that should be satisfied to fulfil, if possible, the ZT.
This particularly in the case when initial coefficients are not exact, but known to
belong to an interval of possible values, usually determined by available precision.
A zero value is a very particular case, indicating that the system has some
hidden relations among its coefficients, which may be not clear from the beginning, because of the limited initial precision. The first problem is to distinguish
between possible zeroes, moving initial coefficients in the interval, and values
which seems to be zero just because of computational errors. Our philosophy
would then be that of trying to (find and) impose these relations during the
way, such that at each point of the algorithm in which a coefficient can be zero,
it is forced to zero. In a certain sense we are looking for the most “degenerate”
polynomial system, having coefficients compatible with initial precision.
With this in mind, in [16] the use of syzygies is proposed. Giving relations
expressing the “history” (trace) of all the performed computations, they seem
to be a good tool to analyze the current situation when a ZT has to be applied.
A prototype implementation for the first experiments is being developed using
the C++ PoSSoLib library, result of the FRISCO [10] project.

2

Syzygies

Let K be a field and F = {f1 , . . . , fs } ⊂ K[X] = K[x1 , . . . , xn ] a list of polynomials representing the initial system. In this paper we consider the field of real
numbers, K = R. Syzygies express polynomial relations among the fi .
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Definition 1. A syzygy for F is a s–tuple H = (h1 , . . . , hs ) ⊂ K[X]s such that
H·F =

s
X

hi (X) · fi (X) = 0

i=1

Let G = {g1 , . . . , gt } ⊂ K[X] be a system obtained from F at a certain point
of a Buchberger algorithm application. The idea is to keep track of the steps
to derive G from F, in a similar way as in the extended Euclid algorithm for
Bezout’s identity. In other words, we look for kij (X) ∈ K[X] with
gj (X) =

s
X

kij (X) · fi (X)

j = 1, ..., t

(1)

i=1

We can obtain syzygies and kij by using a variant of Buchberger algorithm itself
(see [7]). Look at f1 , . . . , fs ∈ K[X] as vectors (f1 , 1, 0, . . . , 0), . . . , (fs , 0, . . . , 0, 1)
∈ K[X]s+1 , considered as a K[X]–module, with a term ordering in which comparisons are on pairs (t, i) – where t is a term and i is a position index – such that
any term in initial position is greater than whatever term in any other position.

3

Multi-coefficients and Numerical Buchberger
Algorithm

The fundamental idea for the mCoeff type is to take benefit from the combined
use of the floating point and interval arithmetic. A mCoeff m = (mS , mL , mi , ms )
is an “enriched” representation of a real number. It has two almost equal floats
with different precisions, called short (mS ) and long (mL ) part, respectively, and
an interval mI = [mi , ms ] containing both mS and mL .
Definition 2. Let x ∈ R \ {0}. The natural number n = size(x) such that
x = a · 2n

with

1
6 |a| < 1.
2

is called the size of x.
In our implementation, the initial interval mI = [mi , ms ] containing v is
computed by default as follows: if s(v) denotes the sign of v we have
v > 0 : [v(1 − 2−ω ), v(1 + 2−ω )]
v=
6 0 : [v(1 − s(v)·2−ω ), v(1 + s(v)·2−ω )]
v < 0 : [v(1 + 2−ω ), v(1 − 2−ω )] or
v = 0 : [0, 0]
v = 0 : [0, 0]
In a future version, we will be possible to set interval width for each coefficient
independently. In some cases a trivial interval [v, v] is necessary: e.g. when we
know in advance that a (initial) coefficient is exact, or when dividing a coefficient
by itself. Even if in general it is difficult to detect such cases, there is one in which
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this is evident: when making a polynomial monic (leading coefficient becomes
exactly 1).
To cope with easily detectable zeroes, we propose the below test. We plan to
avoid using user-defined parameters or to change the definition when we’ll have
evidence of the effectiveness of the approach proposed in the following sections.
ZERO TEST : A mCoeff m is considered to be zero when (see [20], [21])
– its short or long part is exactly zero, or
– it is the result of an algebraic sum in which the size drops too much, or
– size(mS ) − size(mL ) grows too much (indicating that all the meaningful
digits disappeared, and only garbage remained).
The “too much” quantities are controlled by user-defined integer parameters.
Definition 3. An interval I = [a, b] ⊂ R is dangerous when 0 ∈ I. A mCoeff
m is dangerous when mI is dangerous. A polynomial p with mCoeffs involved in
the Buchberger algorithm is dangerous when its leading coefficient is dangerous
and p is no more head–reducible with respect to the current basis.
Let F be given, together with the finite precision determining the width of
the initial intervals Ii for its coefficients. Any system F 0 obtained from F slightly
moving the coefficients inside the corresponding Ii is considered as an equally
valid representation of the problem to be solved, indistinguishable from F (we
say it is near F). This is the freedom we have in looking for the most interesting
representative, that is the most unstable one, having presumably more interesting
properties (such as positive root multiplicity, etc.) than all the near ones. The
main point in the Numerical Buchberger Algorithm is the ZT in (IV). Details
about NBA are explained in section 6.

Numerical Buchberger Algorithm (NBA)
I Construct the F system with mCoefficients, and start Buchberger algorithm.
II If there is a remaining S-polynomial, compute r, its complete reduction with respect
to the current basis, otherwise go to step V.
III If r = 0 or its head coefficient c is not dangerous, update the data structures as
usual and go to step II, otherwise to IV.
IV Decide if c can really be or is surely different from 0. Update data structures and
in the first case modify F and go to I, otherwise continue from II.
V Extract the final polynomials gi from the obtained basis, and output them.

4

The zero test

Let α, β, γ, · · · ∈ Nn be multindexes, T = {X δ | |δ| = 0, 1, ...} the term basis,
and lt(r) = X ρ the leading term of r ∈ K[X]. We indicate with 1 the term with
multiexponent (0, . . . , 0). We consider relations (1) concerning r
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r(X) =

X

rγ X γ =

γ

s
X

ki (X) · fi (X)

i=1

Let Kiα be the not zero coefficient of ki in the monomial containing the
term X α, and Fiβ similarly for fi . Abusing notation, we also introduce new
variables F = {Fiβ | β ∈ Bi , i = 1, . . . , s} and K = {Kiα | α ∈ Ai , i = 1, . . . , s}
corresponding to these coefficients. Thanks to the mCoeff approach, interval
limits for F, K unknowns are also available. If we expand the right hand side of
this relation and equalize coefficients, we obtain the following system
(
Sρ,c =

0=

s
X

i=1
α+β=γ

Kiα Fiβ

γ>ρ

;

rγ =

s
X

)
Kiα Fiβ

γ6ρ

(2)

i=1
α+β=γ

The zero test asks if:
Pρ : is there a set of values for Kiα and Fiβ inside their definition intervals
satisfying the “= 0” equations of Sρ,c and such that lc(r) = rρ = c = 0 ?
This means to detect an initial system near F and a set of syzygy values
letting the computation trace up to now still be valid, but such that (iterating
the process) we can force to zero as many coefficients as possible. We use the
following notation for easiness of reference in the following:
β

1. F βi , F i : whose entries are the initial intervals limits for Fiβ , for all i, β.
α
α
2. K α
i , K i : similarly for Ki , for all possible i and α.
By definition, 0 is never contained in the initial intervals for F. This prevents
the trivial null solution to be admissible. One could be tempted to write/solve

s
X



Kiα Fiβ
min
c
=




i=1


α+β=ρ



s

X
Kiα Fiβ
γ>ρ
Pρ : 0 =


i=1


α+β=γ


)

β
 β
β

F
6
F
6
F

i
i

 i
∀ i, α, β

α
α
K
Kα
6
K
6
i
i
i

(O)

(V1 )

(3)

(B)

From now on we will call rρ the objective function (o.f.) and the restrictions
(B) for F , K the F - and K-box, respectively (B = BF ∪ BK ).
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System solving

We have a quadratic optimization problem with quadratic restrictions. The general analysis can proceed following two main directions to nullify the o.f.:
Symbolic (S) : Extract the coefficient relations (polynomials in F ) that were
used in the algorithm. That is, make explicit w.r.t. F the conditions to fulfil
for the trace to remain valid up to the current point and, in addition, the
new relation (in F again) which represents the o.f., to be forced to zero.
Numeric (N) : Find numerically only some particular values for the Kiα , Fiβ
satisfying above relations.
Obtaining exact, symbolic relations in F is the best way to understand what’s
going on and set appropriately the initial values for F. Tuning the F such that
these relations are satisfied exactly, we force the critical dangerous c coefficients
to be zero, skipping critical points. Note that each time that new F –relations
are determined, they must be still verified in all of the following computations.
The wish is that after some solving of Pρ critical point systems, we have sufficient new relations in F variables forming a zero dimensional system, whose
solution(s) correspond(s) to one (or many) distinguished system F 0 near F with
more interesting properties.
We consider the system composed by (V1 ) equations as living in K[F ][K]
instead than K[K, F ], that is, with F variables considered as parameters. The
system becomes then a sparse parametric linear one.







·
· · ·
MF ·K =  · Fij · Kij = 0
·
· · ·

MF entries are monic F -monomials. Regarding symbolic manipulations, we can consider
the system as temporarily living in Z[F ][K],
and pass to K only if necessary. There is no
predefined term ordering for F and K: this
freedom will be fruitful.

The symbolic approach (K variables ordering, system reduction, etc.) was
described in [3]: we will refer here mainly to the numeric approach, apart from
some initial symbolic management we report below, which can anyway be done.
5.1

Preprocessing

Let lt(fi ) = X δi : looking for a simplification of the system shape, we render the
initial polynomials fi monic. This gives the advantage, all leading coefficients
being exactly equal to 1, that Fiδi variables are now fixed, and there is then no
reason at all even to introduce them. We therefore have once and for all reduced
in a trivial way the research space dimension: Fiδi = Fi0 (= 1) variables will
never appear in V1 .
Definition 4. A polynomial p (an equation p = 0) is mute if p is a linear
binomial with its two coefficients equal to 1.
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Mute equations are the simplest ones that can appear in the system (we are
working with monic fi polynomials !). Due to their nothing more than “renaming” function, we can substitute (we use only one index for simplicity) as follows
Ki + Kj = 0

=⇒

Ki = −Kj

deleting some Ki once and for all from the system. This helps in reducing the
number of variables to be treated, saving thus space and elaboration time for
data structures management representing polynomials on a computer.
It helps from the numerical point of view, too. Frequently the intervals of the
two variables Ki and Kj are widely different, e.g one is dangerous and the other
is not. The simple equality relation allows us to consider the intersection of the
intervals, and store the new obtained ones for the forthcoming computations.
Generalizing the mute equations interval analysis, for equations like (F1 )K1 +
(F2 )K2 = 0, using the two derived expressions
K1 = −

F2
K2
F1

;

K2 = −

F1
K1
F2

we obtain easy alternative formulae to recompute intervals for two K variables,
and possibly refine them by intersection.
Definition 5. A variable v is single for a linear system S (S-single, or simply
single if S is clear from the context ) if it appears only once in S (in polynomial
pv ).
If K1 is V1 -single, we may consider a block term ordering (possibly changing
the one we’re currently using) such that it is the greatest variable. Then pK1
will have it as leading term, and it will not be used at all, for there is nothing to
reduce by it. We can then consider it as virtually discarded from V1 , and look
now at V10 = V1 \ {pK1 }. It may happen that some other K2 variable appeared
two times in the system, one in pK1 and one elsewhere. Having deleted pK1 ,
K2 is now single for V10 , and we can discard pK2 , too. Proceeding this way –
possibly continuing changing ordering – until possible, we reduce the size of the
really meaningful part of the system (less equations and variables), simulating
non-effective reductions at practically no cost.
5.2

Looking for a minimum

Working numerically, we must look in the F -box for an optimal point π for which
the o.f. computed absolute value cπ is zero or minimal.
Being ours a (numerical) point-wise approach, we must necessarily enter a
cycle of o.f. evaluations to analyze behaviour. Various zero searching criteria
– grid analysis, descent gradient, etc. – may be followed, but there may be
problems for all of them passing from the continue to the discrete environment
(local minima, saddles, etc.) In any case, for all of them we need a procedure to
compute the o.f. pointwise for various points in the F -box.
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Having performed all the computations with MCoeffs, we obtained the desired intervals for every coefficient, but also a distinguished value inside it (approximated by the mS , mL corresponding value). We indicate these values for
K variables with σ = (σij ). In order to work mainly with F variables (which K
ones really depend on), the body of the cycle may be composed by the following black–box procedure: given an admissible point π = (πij ) in the F -box, the
corresponding cπ value is returned.
– Specialize MF entries with π (Fij = πij ), obtaining Mπ .
– Solve the system Mπ · K = 0, that is, find K = ker(Mπ ) in the form
Kv = N (π) · Kp , where Kp is the set of remaining “free parameters”.
– Eliminate Kv variables in the o.f. by means of the found expressions in terms
of Kp ones.
– Now the o.f. depends only on Kp variables: instantiate them with corresponding σij values.
We note that, given F, we always use the same σ values for Kp , for every π.
When there is only one free parameter Kp = {K} we have
cπ = D(π) · K
where D is a rational function, indicating explicitly that and how c depends on
initial coefficients, remembering the always present degree of freedom deriving
from the possibility to multiply a polynomial for a not zero scalar, signed by the
surviving K variable. In this case it is more evident that what really counts is
essentially working on D(π).
If we find an admissible point π1 such that s(cπ1 ) 6= s(cπ0 ) – where π0 is the
one we have obtained in our particular computation – we may easily recover with
the desired precision a root of the o.f., because the admissible region (F -box)
is convex. We consider the segment connecting the two points, reducing thus to
the univariate case. Because of the zero theorem for continue functions, there
exists πD = π0 + t · (π1 − π0 ) solving the problem, with t ∈ (0, 1), and we can
approximate it e.g. by successive bisections.

6

The procedure

In the general setting of the NBA, we detail here the things to be done. First of
all, we attach a label (a natural number) to every reduced S-polynomial in the
course of the computation: we indicate with Si the ith reduced S-polynomial.
We introduce two data structures (lists): A (the agenda), and O (the restrictions), in which we sign all the information we obtained up to now.
. A contains triples: A = {aj } = {(ij , cj , tj )} where ij ∈ N are labels (j <
` ⇒ ij < i` ) and cj , tj individuate the “actual” lc(Sij ), lt(Sij ), respectively
(see below). We say aj has label ij .
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. O contains triples: O = {(oj , Vj , σj )}, where oj =

X

Kiα Fiβ are o.f. ex-

i,α+β=ρj

pressions, Vj are the corresponding (V1 ) equations and σj the found values
for the K variables.
What does “actual” mean ? The idea is the following one. We may have
obtained from precedent computations that, for a specific critical point, the
head of the reduced S-polynomial r could effectively be set to zero. Because of
numerical errors, however, the cancellations that should have taken place were
not exact, and we obtained again the leading dangerous coefficient. But we know
that it must be zero, because the actual F values were set such that it should. The
same may happen for other monomials beyond the head. The “actual” head is
the first monomial m, starting from the leading one, such that the answer to the
corresponding Pρ problem was not “cj = 0” (that is, either it’s cj 6= 0 or Pρ was
still not solved). In both cases we record in the corresponding entry of the agenda
the coefficient and term of the actual head. If all r coefficients can be set to zero
at the same time, we use the default monomial m0 = 0 · 1 =⇒ (cj , tj ) = (0, 1),
where 1 is the constant term.
Let’s see how A,O are updated. At the beginning, they are both empty. When
we find a dangerous polynomial, let i be the current label and r = Si . Look in
A:
1. If no a ∈ A has label i (in particular, if A = ∅), set r0 = r, c0 = lc(r), go to 6.
2. If A 3 a = (i, 0, 1), set r = 0 and continue the algorithm with no updating.
3. Otherwise we must have A 3 a = (i, c, t) with c 6= 0, then remove from r all
the monomials mi = ci · ti with ti > t, obtaining r0 .
4. If c is not dangerous (it’s an already discussed critical point), substitute
with c the coefficient related to the leading term t of r0 and continue with
the algorithm.
5. (c is dangerous, that is, we must still decide) Let c0 = lc(r0 ). If c0 is not
dangerous, update a with (i, c0 , t) and continue with the algorithm.
6. If c0 is dangerous, set up and solve a Pρ –like problem (see details below).
Let π ∈ F -box be the minimum point of the o.f. cπ = o.f.(π).
6a. If cπ = 0 (the coefficient can be set to zero), do
? update: set (or add to A, if not present) a = (i, c̃, t̃), where (c̃, t̃) are
respectively the coefficient and term in the successive monomial of r0 ,
or (i, 0, 1) if there are none left. Add (o, Vi , σ) to O, where o is the
o.f. equation and Vi ,i K its related data, as explained above.
? set initial values (mS , mL ) for F coefficients as π values, obtaining F 0 .
? clear all data structures except A, O: restart all the computation from F 0 .
6b. If cπ 6= 0 (the coefficient is surely different from zero), we must refine c0
interval I 0 = [c0i , c0s ]:
? if cπ > 0 set c0i = cπ , otherwise set c0s = cπ . Let c00 be the result, with
I 00 = Ic00
? update (or add to A) a = (i, c00 , t) , substitute with c00 the coefficient
related to the leading term t of r0 and continue with the algorithm.
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We now specify the details for the Pρ -like problem in point 6. If O = ∅,
we have the Pρ problem introduced in section 4. If O =
6 ∅ we must take into
account all the precedent added “= 0” conditions. Unfortunately, simply adding
the corresponding precedent o.f. equations in (F, K) to the set of restrictions
V1 is generally not possible, because, given a point π in the F -box, we are not
sure if it satisfies these added conditions. It would only if it lies on the variety
associated to the set of polynomials expressing the dangerous coefficients in
terms of the initial ones (this is the power of symbolic approach, that we would
explicitly obtain these relations!). With the numerical approach it is practically
impossible to consider exclusively points on this variety inside the F -box.
We propose a possible workaround: we consider a Pρ problem with a modified
o.f., that considers all the precedent obtained conditions (O entries). Let ω =# O:
a modified o.f. may be
ω
X
O=
o2i + |o|
(4)
i=1

We squared the oi to let O being differentiable (apart from the absolute value,
difficulty solvable with a simple case distinction). Similar functions with analogous behaviour may be equivalently used. In this way, if a point π is found
such that the sum is zero, then it satisfies all the restrictions, and therefore it is
admissible. If the sum is not zero, then if the last term |oπ | has a positive value
v, then the coefficient under study is different from zero, and we can use v as
new interval (first or second) extreme to exclude 0 from it. If |oπ | is zero another
π must be tested.
We again underline that after the first Pρ -like problem (really, a Pρ problem),
we cannot guarantee that V1 equations have a solution inside the (F, K) box,
because of new restrictions overlapping. This case must still be deeply investigated by the authors, but we underline that there is the possibility that some
o.f. cannot be computed, and therefore the above procedure does not apply. In
this case some other kind of ZT must be defined by the user.

7

Examples

We present here some preliminary partial results concerning easy system examples, to show what may happen in practical cases. For simplicity, we indicate
only the floating point values of the coefficients. Intervals are determined as
explained in section 3.
For each example, we use e.g. the [ M(11,96,256,10,3,0,27) DRL ] notation
to indicate the use of PL MCoeffs with 7 parameters – of which the first one (a
prime number) is not used now – and DRL for the degree reverse lexicographic
term ordering (L for lexicographic).

=0
 z − 1000
1 [ M(32003,128,256,10,3,0,3) DRL]
E1 = x2 y + zx + x = 0
 2
xy + zy
=0
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In this simple example we have that the S-poly s = S(x2 y+zx+x, xy 2 +zy) =
xy. So where is the problem ? The algorithm added and subtracted xy(z −1000),
and therefore the head coefficient seems to be zero. The resulting system is:

K1,0 + K2,0
=0
O = (F1,2 )K1,0 ; V1 =
(F1,1 )K1,0 + (F2,1 )K2,0 = 0
From this we can see that the objective function can not be zero (indeed, the
interval for K1,0 does not contain zero). Simplifying it, we obtain the relation
F1,1 − F2,1 = 0 (which was quite easy to detect looking at the initial system). In
this case, we have a critical point which is really a “false alarm”, being due only
to useless computations. Doing the same calculation using syzygies eliminates
the uncertainty.

=0
 z − 10
2 [ M(32003,128,256,10,3,0,3) DRL ] E2 = z 5 + 20x2 y + 21xy = 0
 5
z + 21xy 2 + 20y 2 = 0
Buchberger algorithm simplifies z 5 to 10z 4 and so on till we obtain 105 . This
process gives us all the K0,j variables, which are completely independent from
computation of critical heads. The first S-polynomial is
s = S(20x2 y + 21xy + 105 , 21xy 2 + 20y 2 + 105 ) = (20 · 20 − 21 · 21)xy 2 + . . .
Since these values are really intervals, it is possible to have that the obtained
head coefficient equals zero. This is not the relation we see as an objective
function, because the algorithm does continue, simplifying xy 2 . That’s why we
have to study a function of the form F · K, where K is dangerous.
More precisely, we have that for 6th critical pair we find a dangerous situation:
O = (F2,2 )K2,1
K0,0 + K2,0
= 0 (1)
(F0,1 )K0,2 + K0,5




K
+
K
=
0
(2)
(F0,1 )K0,3 + K0,6

0,1
1,0



= 0 (3)
(F0,1 )K0,4 + K0,7
(F0,1 )K0,0 + K0,2
= 0 (4)
(F0,1 )K0,5 + K0,8
V1 = (F0,1 )K0,1 + K0,3


K
+
K
=
0
(5)
(F

0,4
2,1
0,1 )K0,6 + K0,9



(F
)K
+
(F
)K
=
0
(6)
(F

1,1
1,0
2,1
2,0
0,1 )K0,7 + K0,10


(F1,2 )K1,0 + (F2,2 )K2,0 + (F2,1 )K2,1

= 0 (7)
= 0 (8)
= 0 (9)
= 0 (10)
= 0 (11)
= 0 (12)
= 0 (13)

We show here in some detail the effect of the preprocessing: to do this we
numbered V1 equations for clarity. Equations (1), (2) and (5) are mute. K0,8 is
single: after having removed (10), K0,5 becomes single, and (7) is removed, too.
Continuing in this way we see that the variables (and equations in which they
appear) we can avoid to consider are
{ K0,8 , K0,5 , K0,2 , K0,9 , K0,6 , K0,3 , K0,10 , K0,7 }
Performing all the simplifications, the new “initial” system is surprisingly simple

(F1,1 )K1,0 + (F2,1 )K2,0
=0
V1 =
(F1,2 )K1,0 + (F2,2 )K2,0 + (F2,1 )K2,1 = 0
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from the computation, we have that K1,0 and K2,0 are not dangerous, while K2,1
is. We then change ordering, with K2,1 as greatest variable. We finally have



 K
 
F1,1 F2,1 0 F1,1 F2,2 − F1,2 F2,1  2,1 
0
K1,0 =
MF · K =
F2,1
0
F1,1
0
K2,0
and the o.f. O becomes O =

F1,1 F2,2 − F1,2 F2,1
N (F )
K2,0 =
K2,0 .
D(F )
F1,1 F2,1

As expected, N (F ) represents a determinant. We translated the uncertainty
problem from K space (K2,1 is dangerous) to a convex 4-dimensional F subspace.
3

[ M(32003,64,128,10,3,0,22) L ] Windsteiger’s system: the exact version is

8
„
«2 „
1 42176556
172966043
42176556
>
>
+
−4
+
3
x
−
y
+
x+
>
<
174178537
358072327
3 358072327
E5 =
„
«2 „
>
>
1 42176556
172966043
172966043
>
:−4 +
−
y+
x +4
y+
3 358072327
174178537
174178537

172966043
y
174178537

«2
=0

«2
42176556
x =0
358072327

and the approximated one (which we use) is
E50 =


10277480y 2 − 4678710xy + 29722520x2 + 6620260y + 785252x − 38888890 = 0
39583780y 2 + 7018070xy + 10416220x2 − 785252y + 6620260x − 38888890 = 0

We report the obtained condition (partially factorized) and after substituting
the exact values for Fi,j : we see that
O = (F1,5 − F0,5 )(F0,1 − F1,1 )2 + (F0,4 − F1,4 )(F0,1 − F1,1 )(F0,2 − F1,2 )+
(F1,3 − F0,3 )(F0,2 − F1,2 )2 ' 3.4125131480145708084595190432555 · 10−16
A very small value which justifies the point to be critical.

8

Conclusions

In this paper we presented a possible approach to zero testing in numerical
Gröbner bases computations with not exact initial coefficients. The combined use
of the ad–hoc introduced multi-component coefficients and of syzygies permitted
to obtain equations to be fulfilled by the coefficients of the initial polynomials
and syzygies. If, within interval tolerances, the doubtful coefficient can be zero,
a new equation/restriction must be taken care of, otherwise intervals can be
refined and computations proceed.
Both symbolic and numeric analysis are possible, the former slow but giving
more information, the latter computationally faster but giving only punctual
results. A deeper numerical analysis behaviour on real–life examples is planned.
The addition of a modular part to multi-component coefficients might also
be used to apply the Gröbner trace algorithm proposed in [17]. This could lead
to further improvements for guided floating point computations/analysis.
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